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Finally, here is a DUA book that packs many DUAs that you will need for your life's various

situations. These include DUAs that ask Allah for the ease of one's difficulties, blessings for self and

family, increase in Rizq (life's provisions), relief from anxiety and calmness in hearts and many

more. This book contains specially selected DUAs (invocations and supplications to Allah) that are

suitable for asking Allah for relief from burdens and difficulties and asking for success and

happiness in this life and the hereafter. These DUAs are taken both from the Quran and Hadith of

the Prophet (sallal-lahu Alaihi wasallam).  A collection of more than 100 Duas that are not

commonly documented are taken from Sahih Bukhari, Muslim, Abi Dawood, Tirmidhi, and other

authentic books.  The final chapter at the end includes Duas from the Quran with an explanation of

when various prophets made those Duas to Allah.  This Dua book should be carried by every

person to help with the day to day affairs and burdens of life.  DUAs in this book are suitable for

asking Allah for:    Relief from debts    Increase in Rizq (provisions)    Relief from anxiety and

calmness in hearts    Ease of difficulties    Blessings for self and family    Asking for righteous

children    Forgiveness of sins    Staying firm in faith    Asking for a sound character    Asking for

security for family    High status in this life and the hereafter    Refuge from calamities    High status

in Jannah    Tawakkul (trust) in Allah    Success in this life and the hereafter    Health and wealth   

Asking for lawful provisions    Protection from persecution    Refuge from laziness and old age   

Relief from poverty    Protection from Satan and other evils    and 100+ more Duas both from Quran

and Hadith
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This is a nice book, but in practical usage, I do not really recommend it if you are an American

Muslim who grew up a Christian. The prayers are great, but pinpointing which prayer is applicable

requires more thumbing trhough page by page versus going to an index that can tell you exactly

which page applies to your prayer needs. I think an indexing of prayers would improve its ratings.

This has good collection (with helpful transliteration and translation), BUT this book lacks an index

(or even a detailed TOC)...so it is not easy to find a dua without scanning the whole book. In this

age of electronic publishing this is simply un-acceptable (from a technology perspective). Islam does

not prohibit use of technology when it makes sense, so I don't understand this oversight. Matter of

fact this book has a detailed TOC at the end for another book that they want you to buyA better

alternative is "Fortress of the Muslim: Invocations from the Qur'an & Sunnah" (Fortress Muslim

Invocations Quran Sunnah which has a bigger collection as well

THIS I S A WONDERFUL AND COMPLETE DUA BOOK. IT IS EASY TO FOLLOW AND HAS

REFERENCE S SO YOU CAN FEEL LIKE YOU KNOW WHAT YOURE READING.THE

TRANSLITERATION AND OTHER FORMATED ENGLISH AND ARABIC MAKE IT UNIVERSAL

FOR ALL TO READ

This is the basic Dua book all Muslims need these days, especially with the rush and stree of

modern life. A small and slim volume, easy to read. Simple, no frills collection of Dua' (supplications,

prayers of need and emergencies, protection etc) for the believer's everyday life. Includes english

translation, but no comentary (these are very simple Dua's so you really don't need any). I haven't

read all of it yet but so far it seems more than adequate for most people's needs (unless you aspire

to become a shaykh and want to memorize every dua' that the Prophet (saw) ever said, but in that

case you probably should be looking into a more niche bookstore.)It really makes you think hard

about whether you've really been reaching your potential in this life. This isn't a cushy "wait for

things to happen" book. The translation and intro is rock solid and forces you to think hard about

your choices and how they affect both yourself and others, the standard of positive action ethics you

must hold yourself to in work, family, and life overall if you want your Dua's to be answered instead

of just blindly going through the motions.I haven't read the other IqraSense books (power of Dua,

Hajj rituals, etc.) but if this book is any clue, the others should also be really good. My only gripe so

far is how short it is and the limited amount of background text (i.e. sometimes it seems that two dua

from this collection are equally appropriate for a particular situation and the book doesn't go into a



lot of detail about choosing which one to recite primarily.)

This is my first book on Islamic DUA's and I am really pleased with my purchase. It is geared

towards the beginner with little understanding of the nature, importance, and power of performing

DUA to God. I am impressed with the explanations, the logical outlay of the materials, and the

concise and clear language of the author. This book is packed with excellent, well-researched

information and an absolute value for the price. As an academic librarian, I can only speak highly of

this book and this author. Enjoy - you are sure to be satisfied.

This is an excellent book with very helpful Dua's. I really needed this book when it arrived as I was

being attacked by shaytaan(s) and the Dua's in this book really helped me. When we find the right

prayer with the perfect words then we can face any danger, that's how I felt with this book. The

words were exactly right for the evil that was after me.

Great book. Could be a little bit more transliteration // definitions to provide a better meaning of the

transliteration but it gives me what I need, how to pronounce the arabic and what it means. Duas for

success has become a part of my daily prayers outside of the mandatory prayers.

I love this book and the way it's organized;very easy to read and understand. It can be read all at

once in order or used as a quick reference as needed. Well worth the money!
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